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Let K be a 0-dimensional compact Hausdorff space Then, there xists agroup homomorph~sm 
from C(K, 2~), the group of all continuous integer-valued functions, tothe group of integers 
Z such that K ~s the minimal support of qb 
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Abehan group C(X, ~) 
0-dimensional 
Let C(/2, ~) be the topologtcal Abelian group consistmg of all continuous real 
valued functions from a compact Hausdorff space/2 with uniform norm. Since a 
contmuous homomorphtsm qb- C(/2, R) --> R is •-lmear, the Riesz theorem says that 
4~ can be represented as" 
~(f )=Ia fd lx , - Ia fd l~2,  
where/xl and/x2 are bounded Radon measures on/2. 
We say that a closed subset X of/2 ts a support of 4,  if ~( f )  = 0 for anyfE  C(/2,1~) 
such that f t  X = 0 and X is the smallest compact support of ~b, tf X is a compact 
support of • and any compact support of q~ mcludes X. If a space /2 does not 
sattsfy the countable chain conditton, i.e., there xists a pairwise disjoint uncountable 
faintly of nonempty open subsets,/2 itself cannot be a smallest compact support of 
any contmuous homomorphtsm from C(/2,~) to ~. (Caution: If we deal with 
supports for ring homomorphisms from C(/2, R) to R, the situatton becomes very 
different as well known [5]. In thts paper homomorphisms always mean group 
homomorphlsms, but we never require that homomorphisms are multiphcative.) 
In this paper, we dtscuss an analogous ituation for 0-dimensional compact 
Hausdorff spaces K concerning Abelian groups consisting of all continuous integer- 
valued functions C(K, Z), where 2r is the discrete group of integers. Since Z is 
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discrete, C(K, 7/) as a subspace of C (K ,~)  is discrete and so we deal with 
homomorphlsms from C(K,  Z) to Z. In this case we obtain the following, which 
answers a question of Mr6wka [7, p 565]. 
Theorem 1. For any O-dtmens:onal compact Hausdorff space K, there exists a 
homomorphlsm • C(K,  Z)--> Z such that K zs the smallest compact support of cp 
In addition, we will remark that an analogous proposition holds for non-Archi- 
medean Banach spaces, which contrasts with the R~esz theorem. First we state some 
definitions and prehminaries. For a 0-dimensional Hausdorit space X, C(X,  Z) is 
the group consisting of all integer-valued continuous functions from X Let flNX 
be the N-compactification f X; then C(X,  Z) = C([3NX, Z) canonically [6]. 
Definition 2. For a homomorphism O:C(X ,  7/)-~Z, a closed subset S of X is a 
support of ~b, if qb(f) = 0 for any f~  C(X,  71) such that the restriction f[ S = 0 S is 
the smallest compact support of ~, ff S is a compact support of • and S Is included 
in any compact support of q0 
By [6, Theorems 4.1, 4 2 and Proposition 4 10], S is the smallest compact support 
of • for a homomorphlsm ~" C(X,  7/) --> .71, if S is a compact support of • and any 
compact proper subset of S is not a support of 
Proposition 3 (Mr6wka [7]) Let X be an N-compact space and cp C(X,  Z)-~Z be 
a homomorphizm. Then, the smallest compact support of • exzsts. 
For the proof of Theorem 1, the next theorem due to Bergman [1] is crucial. It 
was proved as a short proof of the theorem due to Nobeling [8] "'Every group of 
bounded integer-valued functions is free" and a more generahzed theorem [4] has 
been proved. Since we not only use the fact of freeness, but also how we can get a 
free base, we state Bergman's theorem in preclse manner 
For sequences of ordinal numbers am .. a l ,  f t , . .  fll (a~ <" • • < am, [31 <" " " < 
fin), a . . . .  a~ < ft , - - -  fll if am.. al is smaller than f t , . .  fll lexlcographlcally, read- 
mg from the left. 
Theorem 4 (Bergman [1, Theorem 1 1]). Let R be a commutatwe and associatwe ring 
with 1 wtuch ts generated by a set of ldempotents E = {e~. ot < A }, where a is an ordinal 
number I f  R + (the addmve group of R) Is torston-free, then R + zs the free Abehan 
group ~enerated by the following E ~ A fimte product e, . . .e .  (a)< < am) 
belongs to E* tff e~., • • • e~, is not a fimte hnear combination of ca,, . . .  e~ " s where 
f t , . .  [3~ < am. . .  al. (The empty product corresponds to 1 and 1 zs the first element 
of E~.) 
Proposition 5. Let X be a O-dimensional Hausdorff space and K a compact subspace 
of  X Then, the following are equivalent- 
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(i) there extsts ahomomorphism O C ( K, 7/ ) ~ 7/ such that K ts the smallest compact 
support of  4,; 
(ii) there exists a homomorphism qt: C( X, 7/) ~ 7/such that K ts the smallest support 
of~. 
Proof. (i):=>(ii): Let , /r(f)  = 4 , ( f  I K), where f l  K is the restriction o f f  to K. Then, 
K is clearly the smallest compact support of V t. 
( i i )~( i ) .  Since C(K, 7/) is free by Theorem 4, the restnctioP_ map- ]K  C(X,  Z) 
C(K, 7/) splits, i.e., Ker(-I K)  is a direct summand of C(X, 7/). Hence, let C(X, 20 = 
Ker ( - IK )0)A  and ~ C(K ,Z) -~A be an isomorphism. Then, i ( f ) lK= f for f~  
C(K, 7/) and l (a lK )=a for a~A.  Let ~( f )= ff'(i(f)). We show that K ts the 
smallest compact support of • Suppose not, then there exists a ciopen subset U 
of X such that U n K is nonempty and K - U is a support of ~. Since K is the 
smallest compact support of W, there exists an ho such that ho(K-U)=O and 
~F(ho) ~ 0. Then, there exist an h~ ~ Ker(-I K ) and h2 e A such that ho = h~ + h2. Since 
h j lK  =0, 1F(h,) = tF (h0+ q/(h2) = gt(ho) ~ 0 and hence ~(h21K) = 1F(l(h21K)) = 
qS(h2) ~ 0 On the other hand, for an x e K - U, h2(x) = h~(x) + h2(x) = ho(x) = 0 
and so h21K-  U = 0, which is a contradiction [] 
By this propos~tlt3n, whether a 0-dimensional compact Hausdorff space becomes 
a smallest support concerning integer-valued continuous functions does not depend 
on spaces including the space. 
A family of open subsets m a ~--base, if any nonempty open subset includes ome 
nonempty open subset which belongs to the family. The ~'-welght ~-(X) of a 
topological space X is the least cardmality of 7r-bases. A topological space X is 
homogeneous with respect o ~r-weight, ff the ~r-weight of any nonempty open 
subspace is the same as ~r(X). For a topological space X, there exists a pairw~se 
disjoint family of nonempty open subsets {O~: a < A } such that O~ is homogeneous 
with respect to 7r-weight for each a < A and l.J { O~: ~ z A } is dense in X Especially 
if X is 0-d~mensional, we can get the family so that every member ~s a clopen set. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let {O,~. a <),} be a pairwise disjoint family of nonempty 
clopen subsets of K such that O~ is homogeneous with respect o w-weight for 
each a <A and ~.J {O,~: a <A} is dense in K. It should be noted that O4 may be a 
singleton for some a Let { P~a:/3 < ;t~} be a w-base of O~ where ~-(O4) = ;t~, P~o = O~ 
and P~ is nonempty and clopen for each/3 < ~t~. By l [P~] ,  we denote the element 
of C(K, 7_) such that l[P~a](x) = 1 for x~ P~ and l [P,~](x) =0 for x~ P~ Since 
O~ is homogeneous with respect to ~--weight, we can construct {Q~./3<A~} 
remaking {P~a./3 < A~} in such a way that Q~a c p~,  Q~o = Oo, Q~a Is nonempty 
%r /3<A~ and l[Q~a] is not a linear combination of l [Q~] 's  for 8</3. Let 
E = { 1 [ Q~a ]: ct < A,/3 < A~ } w D be a generating set of the ring C (K, 7_ ) for some 
/9, where {l[Q~a]- a < A,/3 < A~} is the initial part of E. 
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First suppose that ;t is infinite. Since {O~ ~r < A} is pairwtse disjoint and I[Qo] 
is not a finite linear combination of I [K]  and l[Q,~]'s for fl # tr, I [Q~]  belongs 
to E* for all a<A,  f l<Ao,  in the sense of Theorem 4. Let ~:  C ( K, ?7 ) --> 77 be the 
homomorphism such that ~( f )  = 1 for all fe  E* Then, the support of qb is K 
clearly In case that A is finite, K=[..]{O~ a<A} and hence C(K,?7)= 
@,~<~ C(O~, 7/). It is enough to show that O~ can be a smallest support Similarly 
as above, we get a desired homomorphism frc, m C(O~, ?7) to ?7 [] 
As we have shown in [2], for an N-compact space X, Hom(C(X,Z),?7)= 
l im~{Hom(C(K, Z), 7/): compact K _~ X}, where the bonding map" 
Hom(C(K,  7/), Z)-~ Hom(C(K ' ,  ~7), 7/) for K _~ K '  is the dual of the restriction map 
[ K Theorem 1 and Proposition 5 imply that this representation has no nonessential 
part 
The construction of a homomorphism  the proof of Theorem 1 is not an explicit 
one. Especially for generahzed Cantor spaces 2~, we can define explicit homomorph- 
isms whose smallest supports are 2 t themselves In the remaining part we define 
such homomorphisms. 
Let Seq2(1) be the set of all 0, l-valued fimte funcnons whose domains are 
finite subsets of I We identify elements of Seq2(l) with the corresponding clopen 
subsets of 2 ~, especlally the empty function 0 with 2 t. Let (i, e) be the element of 
Seq2(l) such that the domain of (l, e) is {t} and (l, e)(i) = e. For an S e Seq2(1) and 
l~dom(s) ,  su( i ,e )  is the minimal common extension of s and (i,e) Let 
• (1[()])=1, q~(l[suO, O)])=2~(l[s]) and ~( l [ su( t ,  1 ) ] )=-~( l [ s ] )  for an s~ 
Seq2(l) and i~ dom(s) Then, • is well defined. Since any element of the group 
C(2 t, ?7) is a finite hnear combinatmn of elements 1Is], where s ~ Seq2(I), we can 
extend the domain of • to C(2 l, ?7) Then, • is a homomorphism and ~(s )  # 0 for 
every s ~ Seq2(I). Therefore, 2 ~ is the smallest compact support of ~. 
Remarks. (1) There is a surprising similarity between Abehan groups and non- 
Archlmedean Banach spaces especially m the nonspherically-complete case as 
indicated in the last remark of [2] and [3]. Here, we show Theorem I also holds 
for non-Archimedean Banach spaces, which contrasts with the Archimedean case 
above For preliminaries and notions for non-Archlmedean Banach spaces we refer 
the reader to [10] 
Proposition 6. Let k be a complete non-Archimedian valued field Then, for any 
O-dzmensional compact space K there exists a k-hnear continuous functional 
~ .  C(K, k)-> k such that K ~s the smallest compact support of C~. 
Proof. The proof is simpler than that of Theorem 1 according to [9, Theorem 5.1, 
or 10, Theorem 5.22] due to van der Put Let ko be the prime field of the residue 
class field of k. By the argument using homogenity with respect o ~r-welght as m 
the proofofTheorem 1,we get a maximal hnearly independent subfamily {1 v : U ~ I} 
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of {1 v:  U e CO(K)} in the ko-vector space such that any nonempty V e CO(K)  
includes some ld ~ I, where CO(K)  is the set of all clopen subsets of K. By 
[9, Theorem 5.1; or 10, Theorem 5.22], { lu .  Ue  I} is an orthonormal base of 
C(K ,k ) ,  i.e., IIlull=l, lIE,":, a," lu,]l=Max{la,]: l~<i<~n} and any element of 
C(K, k) can be uniquely expressed as Y..~=l a. lu,,, where U,. ~ U. for m ~ n, a. ~ k 
and l im.~la . ]  =0. Define q~: C(K,  k)--. k by q~(1 u) = 1 for Ue  L (It is easy to see 
that ~ can be uniquely defined as a continuous k-hnear functional.) Then, K is 
dearly the smallest compact support of q~. [] 
Remarks. (2) Dealing with homomorphisms from C(X,  77) to 77 may be looked 
analogous to dealing with homomorphisms or R-linear functlonals from C(X,  R) 
to R However, some different phenomenon occurs between these situations as 
follows. Let X be a Tychonoff space "Ihen, there exists an R-linear funcuonal 
• . C(X,  R) --, R with the following: For any nonempty open subset U of X there 
exists an f~ C(X, ~) such that f l  X-  U = 0 and ~( f )~ 0. Using the argument in 
the proof of Theorem 1, we get a linearly independent family F so that for any 
nonempty open subset U of  X there exists a nonzero f~ F with f iX  - U = 0. Since 
any linearly independent family can be extended to a base of the R-vector space 
C(X, R), we get the desired ~. In case of C(X, k) for a 0-dimensional Hausdorff 
space X and a non-Archimedean valued field k, an analogous tatement holds ~y 
the same argument. Therefore, we cannot expect propositions which correspond to 
Proposition 3 for these noncontinuous cases. Proposition 3 depends on the fact that 
any homomorphism iL continuous with respect to the Z-adic topology and the 77-adic 
topology behaves well on C(X,  77) and 77 
(3) Let k be a complete non-Archimedean valued field. Then, an analogous 
proposition to Proposition 3 holds for continuous k-linear funcuonals from {f~ 
C(X,  k): sup[f(x)[<+oo} iff k is not spherically complete. However, the notion 
"support" is replaced by "'e-support" there. We refer the reader to [3] for details 
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